SPANISH MINOR
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In order to complete the Spanish minor, students must complete a **minimum of 5 courses (each of which must be for a minimum of 3 credits)**, distributed as follows:

1) **SPAN 2130** (Advanced Spoken Spanish) or **2180** (Advanced Writing).

   Course:                     Semester:                     Grade:

2) One of the following **Perspectives** Courses: Latin America (SPAN 2200 or 2205); Spain (SPAN 2230 or 2235); Caribbean (SPAN 2240); or Brazil (PORT 2800). Students may, with permission, substitute a Survey course for this requirement.

   Course:                     Semester:                     Grade:

3) Three **electives**, each taken for at least three credits. At least one must be conducted in Spanish.

DUS Signature:                     Date: